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ABOUT THIS PLAN
The Western Regional Interoperability Plan (RIP) is a five-year strategy to address communications interoperability 
needs region-wide.  Developed over a six-month period by public safety leaders in the region, the RIP represents a 
comprehensive approach for improving interoperability to protect the region’s citizens and property.
The RIP is centered on a future vision of interoperability in the region which includes components of collaboration, 
technology, and effective response. The plan also includes achievable goals and detailed initiatives that provide a 
clear path toward realizing the vision by 2015.  
To convey the vision, goals, and initiatives of the plan, the accompanying Strategy Blueprint is a summary graphic 
that depicts how the components of the plan are organized. The blueprint serves as a communication tool to help 
regional stakeholders understand the strategy and allocate resources toward the priorities in the plan.  

Who Should Understand And Use This Plan?
The RIP is the strategic planning and implementation document for the Western Region Homeland Security 
Advisory Council (WRHSAC), its Interoperability/Information Sharing Subcommittee, and related working groups 
who lead interoperability efforts on behalf of the region.  Because interoperability is a shared responsibility of all 
public safety leaders at every level of government, the RIP is also an important plan for the State Interoperability 
Executive Committee (SIEC), stakeholders in all 101 communities of the Western Region, and state public safety 
agencies operating in the region.

How To Use This Plan
To derive the most benefit from this comprehensive plan, WRHSAC must commit to its focused implementation, 
integrating it into regional decisions and using it as a tool to communicate the vision and priorities of the region to 
all involved stakeholders. Specifically, the RIP should be used to:

 z Guide WRHSAC’s interoperability investment decisions on a regular basis

 z Justify regional funding requests throughout the approval process1

 z Justify regional funding expenditures to stakeholders and the public

 z Collaborate with partners to address priorities and reduce redundancies

 z Conduct outreach to localities and provide guidance for local funding requests

 z Foster cross-regional collaboration

1 For more information see Appendix A: Executive Order 493 Establishing the State Interoperability Executive Committee; and 
Appendix B: State Interoperability Executive Committee Charter
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1. What is Communications Interoperability?
Communications interoperability is the ability of public safety responders to communicate seamlessly across agencies, 
disciplines, jurisdictions, and other organizational lines.  As responders carry out their mission to protect people and 
property, interoperability is a critical issue in day-to-day operations and even more so in large-scale emergencies. 
Several factors create challenges to maintaining interoperability, such as incompatible equipment, disparate system 
infrastructures, and disjointed planning efforts.  In addition, in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the long 
history of home rule that has borne strongly independent cities and towns further complicates efforts to remain 
interoperable and align plans across local, county, regional, and statewide levels.   
The public safety community has long understood the importance of addressing interoperability gaps and has made 
measured progress over time in implementing local solutions and building relationships with neighboring agencies.  
However, events such as the 9-11 terrorist attacks and Hurricane Katrina brought the issue front-and-center to the 
general public and the Federal government giving renewed focus to solving interoperability’s biggest challenges in a 
coordinated way.  
Despite heightened visibility and attention from national emergencies, there are still significant obstacles ahead 
that require local, state, and Federal leaders to solve.  Since interoperability is a complex issue, the solution requires a 
multifaceted, holistic approach and is therefore a shared responsibility of public safety leaders, elected officials, and 
local and state governments. 
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2. Taking a Coordinated Regional Approach
While national and state efforts have yielded much needed progress, it has become apparent that achieving optimal 
levels of interoperability requires a regional approach.  Although the Federal government has not mandated 
regional interoperability plans, Massachusetts recognizes the importance of filling the missing link between front-
line response and state and national policies. 
Members of WRHSAC and Massachusetts public safety agencies in the region embarked on a six-month process 
to identify gaps, challenges, and goals toward enhancing interoperability capabilities region wide.  Across this 
time, leaders from all parts of the region convened for strategic planning workshops, participated in surveys 
and interviews, and conducted outreach to the public safety community.  The process resulted in the Regional 
Interoperability Plan (RIP) as well as the Strategy Blueprint, a graphical representation of the visions, goals, and 
initiatives in the RIP.
Through the coordination of the Executive Office of Public Safety and Security (EOPSS), the Central, Northeast, South 
East, and Western Regions completed the planning process concurrently to ensure consistency and to identify 
opportunities for cross-region collaboration.  Similarly, the Metro Boston Homeland Security Region completed 
a five-year strategic plan in December 2009.  This synchronized effort is an innovative approach that could serve 
as a model for other states to follow.  Further detailed information about the planning process can be found in 
Appendix C.

Complementing State and National Plans
The RIP represents an important component of local, state, and national interoperability planning.  In 2007, 
Massachusetts developed a Statewide Communications Interoperability Plan (SCIP), to outline a strategy for 
addressing communications gaps and directing future grant funds.  Similarly in 2008, the U.S. Department of 
Homeland Security (DHS) partnered with public safety leaders from across the country to develop the National 
Emergency Communications Plan (NECP), including specific goals that align state and national efforts toward a 
common vision of enhanced interoperability. 
While the SCIP and NECP are designed to address gaps and priorities across a wider geography, the RIP focuses on 
the specific needs of Massachusetts’ unique regions, and represents the bottom-up approach for developing locally-
relevant solutions.  

Employing a Consistent Planning Framework
To guide the public safety community’s planning efforts, DHS developed a common framework — the 
Interoperability Continuum — that prescribes a balanced approach to enhancing interoperability along five key 
areas: governance, standard operating procedures, technology, training and exercises, and usage.  See  Figure 1. 
During the RIP development process, the Western Region identified its current (2010) level of interoperability in each 
lane, as well as the desired future vision for 2015.
Employing the continuum in the process ensures consistency and alignment across plans, and the goals and 
initiatives within each RIP map to the lanes of the continuum, allowing for:

 z Measurement of progress

 z Identification of cross-regional synergies

 z Alignment with the SCIP and NECP
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Figure 1: Interoperability Continuum
This framework supports public safety planning efforts to assess levels of interoperability and coordination across five key elements.  Moving from left to 

right across each horizontal “lane” represents increasing levels of interoperability.
Source: http://www.safecomprogram.gov/NR/rdonlyres/86866679-5BB2-452A-B843-2A2E3B207AE6/0/InteroperabilityContinuumGraphic.pd 
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3. Interoperability in the Western Region - 2010
During the planning process, the Western Region analyzed its current state of communications interoperability.  The 
following information reflects the collective insights of regional stakeholders. 

About the Region
The Western Region has a variety of challenges 
resulting from its large and unique geography.
The Western Region is comprised of 101 cities and towns 
within Hampden, Franklin, Hampshire and Berkshire 
Counties.   The region is largely rural with pockets of 
urban and suburban communities, and contains the 
most mountainous terrain in the Commonwealth.  
In addition, the Western Region borders one of the 
Commonwealth’s other regions (the Central Region), 
as well as the states of New York, Connecticut, New 
Hampshire and Vermont. 
The Western Region’s unique geography, distance from 
the other regions of the Commonwealth, as well as the 
lack of county governments requires the need for strong 
regional coordination.    
Recognizing this, in 2004, the Western Region 
Homeland Security Advisory Council (WRHSAC) was created to ensure that the Western Region’s communities 
remain safe and prepared through appropriate planning efforts, training, and access to needed equipment.  
WRHSAC representation comes from the 10 Core Public Safety Disciplines, which includes municipal representation 
from cities and small towns from throughout the region.  WRHSAC created the Interoperability/Information Sharing 
Subcommittee to improve interagency public safety communications within the region through coordinated grant 
funding, infrastructure build-out, and development of policies on how to use the technology.
The Western Region has some successful governance structures and it is looking to engage additional 
stakeholders.  Sub-regional emergency communications organizations’ governance structures vary greatly within 
the region, and some could be improved.  There is an appreciation for the need to more formally engage the 
Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR), Department of Fire Services (DFS), Massachusetts State Police 
(MSP), Massachusetts Emergency Management Agency (MEMA), local public works, Department of Transportation 
(MassDOT), regional transit, public health/hospitals, and the private sector in interoperability efforts. In addition, 
localities and agencies often try to solve their own communications problems without coordinating with 
geographically adjacent localities, and not all localities have the resources to be regularly involved.
There are effective communications solutions in place and the region is working to address the remaining 
gaps.  With few exceptions, localities have the ability to communicate across traditional public safety disciplines 
(fire, police, and Emergency Medical Services [EMS]), but, communications between other disciplines, counties, 
and with other regions is not always successful. Communications with public works are not always effective during 
emergencies.  
Variance in agency and locality organizational structures causes interoperability issues. Most systems have single 
points of failure and lack redundant systems. 
The limited availability of frequencies drives the way some systems have been developed in the region and 
technological upgrades to one locality or agency often require neighboring entities to make upgrades to their system 
as well. 

Figure 2: Western Region



Coordination with some state agencies and regions has been difficult.   Establishing and maintaining two-
way communications between the region and the state agencies has challenges, and at times has resulted in the 
duplication of efforts and wasted resources.  There is limited direction on where the state is headed with statewide 
communication systems.  The role of the State Interoperability Executive Committee (SIEC) in assisting with the 
statewide communication coordination is still being refined. It is hoped that as the SIEC continues to develop, it will be 
a meeting and coordinating point for regional and state efforts towards statewide interoperability.  
Training and exercises generally occur at the agency and local level.  The Interoperability Subcommittee does not 
mandate training for localities, but does support requests for assistance.  Localities currently conduct and coordinate 
their own training and when exercises are implemented, they are often limited to operational staff. 
Interoperability standard operating procedures (SOPs) / standard operating guidelines (SOGs) are used for 
planned events, but not consistently in mutual aid situations.  SOPs vary considerably between disciplines and 
agencies and not all responders are aware of the interoperability SOPs that are in place for situations requiring mutual 
aid.

The Region's Commitment to Interoperability
Although the Western Region acknowledges its interoperability successes, leaders also recognize that there is a 
case for continued investment, focus, and support.  In this spirit, at the outset of the planning process, stakeholders 
identified the reasons that they personally participate in interoperability—often in a voluntary capacity—as well as 
the reasons that their organizations support their involvement.  The following statements were offered as a reminder 
that interoperability will remain as a top priority for the Western Region: 
“My work on interoperability is important because…
…it saves lives.
…it is important to have everyone on the same page.
…we do not have some VHF capabilities, so we cannot speak with everyone we need to. 
…at every After Action, communications is the biggest concern.   We try to learn from our mistakes, but we need to 
improve.
…it is not just important, it is necessary – there are necessary tasks that we can only support with interoperability.
…hospitals should be able to support public safety. 
…EMS is often left out of public safety.” 
“The reason it is important to continue investing in interoperability is…
…it saves lives.
…the most important aspect in any incident is communications.
…we cannot do our mission if we cannot communicate.
…we still have a long way to go; there are a lot of holes that are not filled.
…there is no such thing as a ‘local incident.’
…we are starting to work together and improving response.”
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4. A Common Vision for Interoperability 
Through the planning process, each region described a myriad of interoperability challenges and future needs.  
While each region is unique, it became clear that all regions are striving toward a common vision of interoperability 
that includes:  

 z Collaborative governance

 z Capable technology

 z Effective response 

This common vision will enable local, regional, and state entities to understand and connect interoperability efforts 
across the Commonwealth.  And while the RIPs have a common vision, each region has specific goals and initiatives 
to address unique challenges and future needs.

Collaborative Governance
At its core, interoperability is collaboration.  Moreover, collaboration is most successful when it occurs within an 
organized system of people working together, developing plans, making decisions, and taking action—this is 
governance.  Collaborative governance promotes transparency, encourages active participation, fosters strategic 
resource sharing, and helps build consensus for the path forward. 
By 2015, localities and disciplines in the Western Region collaborate within the regional governance structure 
and coordination between the region and state agencies to achieve effective planning and implementation.  A 
governing body coordinates subgroups within the region to further the system-of-systems approach.  Localities 
are actively engaged at a regional level and the region incorporates other agencies like DCR, DFS, MSP, MEMA, local 
public works, MassDOT, regional transit, and public health/hospitals into regional plans and solutions.  
The region collaborates well with state agencies and the private sector on overlapping initiatives in order to reduce 
redundant spending and to leverage the co-location of equipment and infrastructure. The state also uses its 
purchasing power to negotiate with the private sector for equipment and maintenance needs within the Western 
Region.
In addition, EOPSS will:

 z Have equal representation of local public safety officials at the state-level of decision making authority;

 z Provide advanced guidance on the future interoperability vision of the state; and

 z Ensure mandates regarding communications are driven by the needs of the region and its localities, and are 
appropriately funded.

Capable Technology
Capable technology allows communication to occur when and where it must for responders to be effective.  Over 
time public safety technology has come to include a broad range of devices, infrastructure, software, and other 
tools.  Achieving capable technology often requires multiple technical solutions and creative methods to connect 
disparate systems to achieve sufficient communications capabilities.
By 2015, the Western Region operates on a shared communications system that is efficient, easily operated, reliable, 
sustainable, and integrated into the state-wide plan.
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 z There is interconnectivity between the Western Region’s four counties

 z There is consistency in communications, with less downtime, and less susceptibility to weather problems or 
sabotage

 z Each county has fully functioning Regional Emergency Communications Center(s) (RECC) that back-up 
neighboring counties and support seamless communication

 z Funding is adequate to sustain staffing levels, training, and keeping equipment state-of the- art

Effective Response
The public safety mission depends directly on responders having the means to respond effectively to every call—in 
daily operations and major emergencies.  While technology and collaboration are essential, responders must be 
properly equipped—with standard operating procedures as well as training and exercise resources—in order to 
work in concert with one another and become comfortable using all available assets. 
By 2015, comprehensive region-wide training occurs on a regular basis, and NIMS compliant SOPs are used for 
communication across all agencies in the Western Region.

 z The subcommittee is proactive at informing stakeholders that trainings are available and encouraging 
participation

 z Using the region’s SOPs as a framework, the region regularly conducts training and exercises involving all 
agencies and end users

 z Agencies communicate with the National Incident Management System

5. Western Region Strategy Blueprint
The following Strategy Blueprint (Figure 3) organizes the Western Region’s visions, goals, and initiatives.  The 
Strategy Blueprint will be used to communicate the RIP to stakeholders and to identify coordination opportunities 
within the region and across the state.   
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Figure 3: Western Region Strategy Blueprint 
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6. Western Region Interoperability Plan
During the planning process, the Western region identified its current state and desired future capabilities, as defined 
by the Interoperability Continuum, as the basis for developing the regional plan.  The following details the Western 
Region’s goals, corresponding initiatives, and supporting implementation considerations in service of the vision.   

Vision: Collaborative Governance
By 2015, localities and disciplines collaborate within the regional governance structure, and coordination between the 
region and state agencies for effective planning and implementation is achieved.
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Figure 4: Collaborative Governance - Goals and Initiatives 

Figure 5: Western Region’s Current (2010) and Future (2015) Governance Capabilities 
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GOAL G-1: DEFINE STRUCTURE AND STAFF TO 
MANAGE THE REGION’S INTEROPERABILITY 
EFFORTS 
The Western Region will identify a governance model 
for the Interoperability Committee that ensures the 
region’s interoperability planning efforts are effective 
and sustainable.   The region will also identify the 
roles and responsibilities of staff and members of the 
Interoperability Committee to ensure clarity within the 
organization and build accountability mechanisms for 
continued participation.
Initiatives: 

 z G-1.A: Develop governance charter and 
scope for the Interoperability Committee 
which will coordinate the regional members’ 
communication entities including voice and 
data 

 � Set standards aligned to the SIEC special 
conditions and applications process

 z G-1.B: Encourage and support the development 
of charters for existing regional communications 
entities

 z G-1.C: Identify sustainable funding source(s) to 
support region-wide interoperability efforts

 z G-1.D: Evaluate need for regional staff support 
for the Interoperability Committee

 � Compare hiring mechanisms (consultant vs. staff 
position)

 � Identify funding source for position

 z G-1.E: Ensure localities observe the region’s 
equipment standards when procuring 
equipment

 � Create compliance mechanism
 � Ensure MOUs with localities are up-to-date

 z G-1.F: Maintain compliance with Massachusetts 
Tactical Channel Plan (MTCP)

 z G-1.G: Keep statewide web content up-to-date 
and use for regional communications

 � Create stakeholder awareness

GOAL G-2: DEFINE STAKEHOLDER ROLES, 
RESPONSIBILITIES, AND EXPECTATIONS FOR 
PARTICIPATION
In order for the Interoperability Committee to have 
effective governance, all participating stakeholders, 
localities, and agencies must have an appreciation 
for the importance of the governance structure, an 
understanding of their role within the structure, and a 
means of contributing their input and expertise.
Initiatives:

 z G-2.A: Document roles, responsibilities, and 
expectations in alignment with the charter

 z G-2.B: Identify current gaps in membership and 
participation

 z G-2.C: Conduct an outreach and education 
campaign

 � Promote the Regional Interoperability Plan
 � Reiterate the case for regional interoperability

 z G-2.D: Create an accountability mechanism to 
encourage ongoing involvement
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GOAL G-3: ESTABLISH COLLABORATION WITH RELEVANT STATE AGENCIES IN ACCORDANCE  
WITH THE SCIP
Many state agencies currently have, or are planning to acquire, communications assets that could be leveraged in 
conjunction with regional assets to improve public safety communications operability and interoperability.  State 
agency involvement in the regional governance structure will increase understanding and collaboration between 
different levels of government. 
Initiatives:

 z G-3.A: Perform a state agency assessment

 � Identify strategies that overlap
 � Create a matrix of relevant people and their roles
 � Understand each agency’s decision-making processes
 � Understand each agency’s funding process and streams

 z G-3.B: Conduct an outreach campaign and continue to build relationships with state agency 
representatives

 z G-3.C: Establish regular communications mechanism(s) and document communications



Figure 7: Western Region’s Current (2010) and Future (2015) Technology Capabilities 
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Vision: Capable Technology
By 2015, the Western Region operates on a shared communications system that is efficient, easily operated, reliable, 
sustainable, and integrated into the state-wide plan.
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Figure 6: Capable Technology - Goals and Initiatives 

In conjunction with developing the RIP, an accompanying regional Systems and Infrastructure Assessment was 
completed to assist the development of the following goals and initiatives. Refer to this assessment for additional 
information.
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GOAL T-1: EXPAND WMLEC INTO BERKSHIRE 
COUNTY
The Western Massachusetts Law Enforcement Council 
(WMLEC) has created a successful communications 
system within the region, but it does not currently 
operate in Berkshire County.  By expanding coverage 
into Berkshire County, WMLEC will widen its scope to a 
region-wide communications network. 
Initiatives:

 z T-1.A: Add necessary infrastructure to create 
coverage, including necessary microwave 
backbone

GOAL T-2: IMPROVE THE COVERAGE FOR THE 
WMLEC SERVICE AREA 
While WMLEC currently operates in three of the four 
counties in the Western Region, there are gaps in service 
area coverage.  By adding the necessary infrastructure, 
the region aims to eliminate those gaps and improve 
public safety communications.
Initiatives:

 z T-2.A: Following the Berkshire County 
expansion, assess remaining coverage needs

 z T-2.B: Add necessary infrastructure to improve 
coverage, as needed

GOAL T-3: ACCESS STATEWIDE 
COMMUNICATIONS ASSETS TO REDUCE 
DUPLICATION OF EFFORTS
Meaningful collaboration with state agencies remains 
a major concern in the Western Region.  There are 
numerous state-owned communications assets and 
capabilities that could augment local and regional 
communications if leveraged correctly.  In addition, 
collaboration on future infrastructure construction could 
reduce costs and duplication of efforts. 
Initiatives:

 z T-3.A: Leverage MSP and MassDOT 
microwave bandwidth and local public 
safety interoperability talkgroups, following 
completion of the 800 MHz network

 z T-3.B: Leverage DCR and other relevant state-
controlled sites

 z T-3.C: Leverage MEMA and DCR’s VHF networks

GOAL T-4: DEVELOP CONTROL POINT 
OPERATIONAL REDUNDANCY
Ensuring redundant communications remains a 
top priority within the Western Region with active 
participation by the state.  With targeted resources, the 
region intends to strategically allocate funds towards 
developing and increasing control point operational 
redundancy to maximize the benefits to local 
communities and the region. 
Initiatives:

 z T-4.A: Assess viability of proposed control point 
projects, including but not limited to

 � Back-up capability between Berkshire County 
Sherriff’s Department and the City of Pittsfield

 � Encourage MSP efforts to link MSP control points 
- Northampton, Shelburne, and New Braintree

 � Maintain awareness and participation in PSAP 
regionalization, relative to redundancy

 z T-4.B: Identify barriers to control point 
redundancy projects

 � State 9-1-1 Department approval of positions

 z T-4.C: Prioritize viable control point projects

 z T-4.D: Develop strategic approach and funding 
strategy for each project

 � Ensure coordination between various local, state, 
and federal funding sources

 z T-4.E: Present final proposals to obtain 
approval and funding

 z T-4.F: Implement approved control point 
projects
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GOAL T-5: UPGRADE MICROWAVE SYSTEM 
The expansion and upgrade of microwave systems within the Western Region would greatly increase control 
point operational redundancy and the communications capabilities of public safety agencies.  As such, the region 
will assess planned microwave connectivity projects, prioritize future projects, and work with state and regional 
agencies to address barriers related to shared infrastructure, proprietary systems, and conflicting resolutions. 
Initiatives:

 z T-5.A: Assess microwave connectivity projects, including but not limited to:

 � Berkshire County Sheriff’s (BCS)
• Replace the 960 microwave from Mt. Warner to Lenox Mountain and Lenox to Savoy (Borden) with higher 

capacity microwave

• New tower at BCS Jail; replace microwave between the BCS Jail, Oak Hill, and Lenox Mountain with one 
hop

• Microwave hop from BCS Jail to Brodie Mountain in order to gain access to MSP microwave

 � Regional microwave system 
• Link from Lenox Mountain to Provin Mountain to Mt. Tom

• Link from Northampton Control to Mt. Lincoln

 z T-5.B: Identify barriers to microwave projects

• Not having access to resources

• Issues with system ownership and compatibility 

• Conflicting resolutions  

 z T-5.C: Prioritize viable microwave upgrade projects

 z T-5.D: Develop strategic approach and funding strategy for each project

 z T-5.E: Present final proposals to obtain approval and funding

 z T-5.F: Implement approved microwave upgrade projects
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Vision: Effective Response
By 2015, comprehensive region-wide training occurs on a regular basis and NIMS compliant SOPs are used for 
communication across all agencies.
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Figure 8: Effective Response - Goals and Initiatives 

Figure 9: Western Region’s Current (2010) and Future (2015) SOP, Training & Exercises, and Usage Capabilities 
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GOAL R-1: MAINTAIN A TRAINING STRATEGY WHICH ENABLES RESPONDERS TO LEVERAGE 
TRAINING RESOURCES
To ensure that responders are able to communicate with each other during an emergency, they must be 
comfortable using their existing communications capabilities in day-to-day operations.  As such, the Western Region 
will take a coordinated approach to training which informs stakeholders of the trainings and resources that are 
currently available and brings together state and local agencies for region-wide communications exercises. 
Initiatives:

 z R-1.A: Coordinate efforts with the Training and Exercise Subcommittee

 z R-1.B: Conduct outreach to stakeholders on available training

 � Utilize the statewide training and exercise calendar
 � Develop a training resource page on the State Interoperability Website
 � Distribute training information to stakeholders using email

 z R-1.C: Educate stakeholders on available communications assets

 � Encourage stakeholders to utilize CASM
 � Host a communications assets expo and networking opportunity
 � Participate in training on MEMA’s Statewide Asset System

 z R-1.D: Hold region-wide functional communications exercises with state agencies and all ten first 
responder groups, including SOPs/SOGs and communications vehicles

 � Identify gaps
 � Develop best practices for communications exercises
 � Create an inventory of successful exercises and trainings

GOAL R-2: ENCOURAGE THE TEN FIRST RESPONDER GROUPS TO DEFINE, DEVELOP, AND 
MAINTAIN REGIONAL INTEROPERABILITY SOPS/SOGS WHICH ARE CONSISTENT WITH 
APPLICABLE NATIONAL AND STATE STANDARDS
It is not within the scope of WRHSAC, or any other governance structure, to mandate the SOPs/SOGs of individual 
agencies.  WRHSAC will however, encourage and provide guidance to the ten first responder groups on how to 
develop and maintain interoperability SOPs/SOGs which will improve communications interoperability within the 
region.
Initiatives:

 z R-2.A: Assess current SOPs/SOGs for gaps

 z R-2.B: Provide guidance on available tactical interoperable assets (mobile and fixed) and work 
collaboratively with partners to develop SOPs/SOGs

 z R-2.C: Encourage the use of common language

 z R-2.D: Encourage partners to keep SOPs/SOGs up to date and relevant to stakeholders’ needs
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT 

STATE HOUSE BOSTON 02133 

(61 7) 725-4000 

DEVAL L. PATRICK 
GOVERNOR 

TIMOTHY P. MURRAY 
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR 

By His Excellency 

DEVAL L. PATRICK 
GOVERNOR 

EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 493 

Establishing the State Interoperability Executive Committee 

WHEREAS, the safety and well-being of the people of the 
Corr~nionwealth depend on our ability to provide effective and efficient 
homeland security and public safety; 

WHEREAS, the ability of first responders to communicate with 
one another across disciplines and jurisdictions during a natural 
disaster or terrorism threat, a concept known as commur~ications 
"interoperability," is vital for their own safety and for the 
accomplishment of their core mission to protect life, health, and 
property; 

WHEREAS, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts' State 
Homeland Security Strategy requires the development of a five-year 
statewide plan for communications interoperability, to enable 
emergency response agencies and other stakeholders to exchange 
critical communications and data with one another, permitting them to 
work together effec'l:ively and efficiently to prevent, respond to, and 
recover from domestic incidents, regardless of cause, size or 
complexity; 



WHEREAS, to ensure that the goals and objectives of the State 
Homeland Security Strategy with respect to interoperability are 
achieved, a five-year comprehensive state plan, the Statewide 
Communications lnteroperability Plan ("SCIP"), has been developed, 
adopted, and funded tl-~roug h federal grants; 

WHEREAS, consistent leadership an.d management are 
necessary to ensure that planning, equipment procurement, training 
and funding requirements are in place when implementing the SCIP; 

WHEREAS, the Executive Office of P~,~blic Safety and Security 
is the designated State Administrative Agency ("SAA) responsible for 
application, management, and administration of federal grant funds to 
be applied to interoperability planning and implementation, including, 
but not limited to, those funds received from the United States 
Department of Homeland Security; 

WHEREAS, the Secretary of Public Safety and Security ("the 
Secretary"), as the head of the SAA, has the final responsibility to 
render decisions on funding for interoperability planning and 
implementation; 

WHEREAS, the Regional Homeland Sec~~rity Advisory 
Cocrncils, whose membership includes representation of the key 
public safety disciplines within each homeland security region, are 
responsible for developing and guiding the implementation of regional 
homeland security plans that are driven by regional needs and 
vulnerabilities; and 

WHEREAS, future expenditures on interoperability made by the 
state, its regions, and localities must cross jurisdictional boundaries 
and strive for the common goal of statewide communications 
interoperability; 



NOW, THEREFORE, I, Deval L. Patrick, Governor of the 
Commonweal.th of Massachusetts, by virtue of the authority vested in 
me by the Constitution, Part 2, c. 2, § I, Art. I, do hereby order as 
follows: 

Section 1. The Executive Office of Public Safety and Security 
("EOPSS") is hereby designated as .the SAA for any and all federal 
grants applied to attaining statewide interoperability and the 
objectives of the SCIP, including, but not limited to, the Public Safety 
Interoperable Conimur~ications Grant Program. The Governor may at 
any time and for any reason change this designation by letter or other 
form. The designation in this section does not affect any previous 
designation made by 'the Governor in regard to any other federal 
grant programs. 

Section 2. The SAA will have final authority on behalf of the 
Commonwealth with regard to all requests, awards, and expenditures 
of federal funds made in support of interoperability efforts and shall 
ensure .the proper disbursement of and accounting for federal 
interoperability funds for the Commonwealth, in accordance with 
federal grant guidance and program standards. 

Section 3. In order to more effectively and efficiently manage 
and direct statewide interoperability efforts, there is hereby formally 
established within the EOPSS an advisory corr~mittee called the State 
lnteroperability Executive Committee ("SI EC"). 

Section 4. The Secretary or his designee shall chair the SIEC. 
The SIEC shall be composed of the following persons or their 
designees: the Secretary of Transportation and Public Works; the 
Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs; .the Commissioner of 
Public Health; the Chief Information Officer of the Commonwealth; 
the Executive Director of the Criminal History Systenis Board; the 
Execl-~tive Director of .the Statewide Emergency Telecommunications 
Board; the Director of the Massachusetts Emergency Management 
Agency; the Adjutant General of the Massachusetts National Guard; 
the Director of the Massachusetts Office of Business Development; 
the chairs of the Western Massachusetts Homeland Security Council, 
the Central Massachusetts Homeland Security Council, .the 
Northeastern Massachusetts Homeland Security Council, the 



Southeast Massachusetts Homeland Security Council, and the Metro 
Boston Homeland Security Region (Urban Area Security Initiative); 
the Colonel of the State Police; the State Fire Marshal; and no more 
than twelve members to be appointed by the Governor, including at 
least one representative from each of the following organizations or 
disciplines: the Massachusetts Chiefs of Police Association, the 
Massachusetts Fire Chiefs Association, the Massachusetts Municipal 
Association, local emergency service providers, local health officials, 
local transportation agencies, local emergency managenient 
agencies, public safety dispatch communications, non-governmental 
charitable organizations, state legislators, tribal government, relevant 
federal agencies, and such other persons as the Governor may, from 
time to time, appoint. SlEC members shall serve at the pleasure of 
the Governor and without compensation. 

Section 5. The SlEC will advise the SAA on priorities and 
approval of all interoperability expenditures and requests for 
expenditure of federal funds. In carrying out this responsibility, 
consistent with the goals and objectives of the State Homeland 
Security Strategy, the SlEC will issue objectives and goals; provide 
guidance for the development of standard operating procedures and 
best practices when implementing interoperable communications 
statewide; and give other advice necessary to achieve statewide 
interoperability and the objectives of tlie SCIP. 

Section 6. The operations of the SlEC will be in accordance 
with a charter, approved by the SlEC and updated annually, setting 
forth the roles and responsibilities of the SlEC members, its 
governance structure, and its policies and procedures. 

Section 7. The SlEC shall be entitled to the cooperation of 
every department, agency, and office of the Commonwealth in 
furtherance of its functions. 



Section 8. -This Executive Order shall remain in effect until 
amended, superseded, or revoked by subsequent Executive Order. 

Given at the Exe utive Chamber in 2 Boston this ~ ? - d a y  of November in 
the year of our Lord two thousand and 
seven, and of the Independence of the 
United States, two hundred and thirty- 

- .. - 

GOVERNOR 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts 

WlLLlANl FRANCIS GALVIN 
Secretary of the Commonwealth 

GOD SAVE THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
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Introduction 
It is necessary for public safety organizations to communicate or share critical 
voice or data information with other jurisdictions in day-to-day operations, natural 
disasters, emergency response scenarios, and terrorist incidents. Failure to 
accomplish the mission in each situation can result in the loss of lives and 
property. 
 
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts’ State Interoperability Executive 
Committee (SIEC) is committed to cooperatively addressing the challenge of 
communications interoperability. This document describes the purpose, authority, 
outcomes, operating principles, membership, and management by which the 
SIEC will achieve success. 

Purpose 
The SIEC exists to address the challenges facing interdisciplinary 
communications across multiple jurisdictions and levels of government. It was 
established to create a centralized interoperable communications planning and 
implementation capacity for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 
 
The State Interoperability Executive Committee (SIEC) has been charged, 
through the direction of the Secretary of Public Safety and Security, whose office 
serves as the State Administrative Agency (SAA) for Homeland Security grants, 
with developing a five-year plan for enhancing interoperable communications in 
the Commonwealth.  The SIEC shall advise the Secretary, and the Office of 
Interoperable Communications through the State Interoperability Coordinator, on 
matters of interoperable communications in the Commonwealth.   
 
This committee provides a forum for each jurisdiction and/or agency to discuss 
related public safety communications initiatives that may or may not impact the 
work of this committee. This helps ensure individual projects have an opportunity 
to align with the Statewide Communications Interoperability Plan (SCIP). 
 
The SIEC has developed and approved the following vision for interoperability in 
the Commonwealth: 
 

 “Stakeholders optimally share critical information in a rapid, 
efficient, simple, reliable, and sustainable way utilizing a variety 
of video, voice and data technologies by following common 
protocols.” 
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To move this vision forward, the Statewide Communications Interoperability 
Executive Committee has established the following as its mission: 
 

“Develop, implement and oversee common approaches, 
strategies, plans and procedures to achieve day- to-day 
communications interoperability between all stakeholders.  This 
mission will be accomplished through best practices, common 
procedures, allocation of necessary resources, and training and 
exercising.” 

 

Authority 
This committee has the authority to evaluate the state of both current and 
emerging communications interoperability in Massachusetts, create a plan for 
statewide communications interoperability, oversee implementation of the plan, 
and develop appropriate policies, procedures, and guidelines. Therefore; 

 This committee can make recommendations to help direct the use of 
Homeland Security grants through the SAA, and other appropriate grants 
and funds, that seek to improve public safety communications and 
interoperability in the Commonwealth. 

 This committee can make recommendations to the Office of 
Interoperability, through the State Interoperability Coordinator, to help 
direct the implementation of interoperable communications programs in 
the Commonwealth.    

 This committee shall continue to work to identify additional sources of 
funding allotted through cross-discipline and cross-jurisdictional 
coordination and collaboration. 

 The members of the committee are appointed or designated in 
accordance with the directives of Executive Order 493, and though 
individual members may represent one particular discipline within a 
jurisdiction, region or agency; they will represent the overall interests of all 
disciplines in the jurisdiction or region while serving on the committee. 

Outcomes 
The desired outcomes that the committee will accomplish are listed below: 

 Utilize the Statewide Communications Interoperability Plan (SCIP), the 
SCIP Action Plan, and the National Emergency Communications Plan 
(NECP) as a framework to better understand the current baselines of 
communications interoperability, and to implement each step towards 
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interoperability in the Commonwealth, with our neighbor states, and 
federal partners.   

 Task necessary working groups to identify and recommend technologies, 
operating procedures and other resources that will enhance the 
communications interoperability capability in the Commonwealth. 

 Create a Statewide Communications Interoperability Strategy, Spending 
Plan, and bridge Regional Plans with the statewide strategy.  

 Manage implementation of the Statewide Communications Interoperability 
Plan (SCIP) and the National Emergency Communications Plan (NECP).  

 Create statewide best practices, policies, procedures, and protocols for 
communications interoperability and incorporate them with existing local,  
regional, state, inter-state and national interoperability agreements and 
standards.   

 Establish training baselines and ensure the training of key 
communications personnel—especially dispatchers and dispatch center 
supervisors as well as technical communications support staff. 

 Ensure training opportunities supporting communications interoperability 
are available to all necessary and authorized public safety practitioners. 

Operating Principles 
The SIEC will govern the implementation of the statewide plan using the 
following operating principles: 
 

 Consider the unique needs of each jurisdiction and region, recognizing 
and respecting these needs, and work to bridge the needs of the state and 
regional interoperability plans.  

 Maintain an interdisciplinary focus. 

 Reach out and engage subject matter experts and stakeholders to support 
the identified areas of interest to the SIEC. 

 Use a balanced and phased approach to interoperability.  

 Ensure the strategic initiatives work within the SCIP goals and strategies. 

 Identify matters within the SIEC’s purview, apply resources toward those 
matters, and reach out in areas where the SIEC may be able to assist. 
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 Keep in mind the needs of front line personnel who depend on 
interoperable communications to protect and serve the public.   

 Work to achieve a balance between governance, operating procedures, 
technology, training and usage as articulated in the SafeCom 
Interoperability Continuum. 

 Distribute responsibilities of managing communications interoperability so 
that it does not rest on any one individual, agency, or technology. 

 Ensure a collaborative approach in dealing with the issue where both state 
and statewide interests are represented.  

 Align regional and/or state systems to create a system-of-systems 
approach.  

 Use plain English to eliminate confusion or misunderstanding.  

 Speak with one voice when reporting externally. 

 Maintain the sense of urgency, and remember lessons learned that past 
disasters, such as 9/11 and Hurricane Katrina, have brought to the issue 
of interoperability.   

 Keep the issue of communications interoperability on the forefront in our 
jurisdictions, and continue to educate our elected and appointed officials 
as administrations change. 

 Consider security needs during the planning of future communications 
solutions. 

Membership 
The following table outlines the jurisdictions/disciplines and the respective 
members that will represent this committee per Executive Order 493: 
 

Statewide Interoperable Executive Committee 
Membership 
Voting Members 

 (29) 

Secretary – Executive Office of Public Safety and Security 
Secretary – Transportation and Public Works 
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Secretary – Energy and Environmental Affairs 
Commissioner – Public Health 

Chief Information Officer of the Commonwealth 
Executive Director – Criminal History Systems Board 

Executive Director – Statewide 911 Department 
Director – Massachusetts Emergency Management Agency 

Adjutant General – Massachusetts National Guard 
Director – Massachusetts Office of Business Development 

Chair – Western Massachusetts Homeland Security Council 
Chair – Central Massachusetts Homeland Security Council 

Chair – Northeastern Massachusetts Homeland Security Council  
Chair – Southeast Massachusetts Homeland Security Council 

Chair – Metro Boston Homeland Security Region (UASI) 
Colonel – State Police 

State Fire Marshall  
Massachusetts Chiefs of Police Association 

Massachusetts Fire Chiefs Association 
Massachusetts Municipal Association 

Local Emergency Service Providers (EMS) 
Local Health Officials 

Local Transportation Agencies (to include DPW) 
Local Emergency Management Agencies 
Public Safety Dispatch Communications 

Non-Governmental Charitable Organizations 
State Legislators 

Tribal Government 
Relevant Federal Agencies 

 
 

 Members shall be appointed for a term of three (3) years.  If, in the course 
of a term, the appointed official changes, the appointed officials or 
designee shall continue to serve in their seat until the appointed official 
changes the designee, in writing, to the Chair of the SIEC. 

 The Secretary of Public Safety and Security, as the Chair of the SIEC, 
may make recommendations to the Governor on the appointments of 
those SIEC seats, pursuant to Executive Order 493, that are not defined 
by an individual’s role, but rather defined by an association or particular 
stakeholder group.         

 Where applicable, the SIEC shall conduct meetings in accordance with the 
Massachusetts Open Meetings Law.   
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 The officers of the SIEC shall be a Chair.  Future officer positions will be 
determined and approved by the SIEC.   

 All officers must be voting members of the SIEC.   

 Besides the Chair (who is determined by Executive Order 493), other 
officers shall be elected by the members at their first meeting and, 
thereafter, officer elections be held every two (2) years at the end of the 
year.   

 The officers shall hold office until the meeting held within two (2) years 
from the adoption of this charter or until their successor, if any, is chosen 
or in each case until he or she sooner dies, resigns, is removed, or 
becomes disqualified. 

 Each appointed member shall have one (1) equal vote on the SIEC. 

 Voting members are to be responsible for representing their 
jurisdiction/region/state agency. Under the guidance of Executive Order 
493, the named voting member may choose to have a designee from their 
organization to serve on the SIEC in their place, representing the 
jurisdiction/region/state agency.  This designee’s name and position must 
be submitted, in writing, to the Chair of the SIEC.    

 A voting member, or their designee, may submit a single alternate 
member, who may serve as a voting member in the absence of the voting 
member or designee.  The name and position of the alternate must be 
submitted, in writing, to the Chair of the SIEC prior to the alternate making 
any vote on the SIEC.  Without such prior notification, the alternate’s vote 
will not count when determining if a quorum has been established or be 
allowed to participate in votes during the meeting. 

 The committee may add ad hoc members as necessary. These members 
may come from local (including surrounding jurisdictions), regional, state, 
tribal, or Federal public safety agencies or planning organizations. An ad-
hoc member may sit on the committee on a temporary basis as needed.   

 Every effort should be made by SIEC members and their alternates to 
assure the public that no conflicts of interest exist in the management of 
SIEC business and that those cases that do occur from time to time shall 
be disclosed to the SIEC chair and that appropriate action have been 
taken to avoid and abstain from conflict of interest situations.  The general 
standard of conduct is to avoid any action that might result in or create the 
appearance of using public office for private gain; or giving preferential 
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treatment to anyone; or impeding governmental efficiency or economy; or 
the loss of independence and impartiality in the decision-making process; 
or making decision outside of the official decision-making process; or 
creating a lack of public confidence in the integrity of the SIEC. 

 In voting on any issue the member must identify himself/herself and the 
agency which he/she represents.  A member may not vote on issues that 
directly impact the entity or grant money toward the entity, of the agency 
they represent and/or are employed by.    

Decision Making 
The SIEC will use the following measures when deliberating or making decisions: 
 

 Each jurisdiction/region (appointed seat) has one (1) vote to be cast by its 
voting member. If the voting member is unable to attend, the named 
alternate voting member may cast the vote for the jurisdiction/region. 

 
 The SIEC will utilize Roberts Rules of Order for deliberation at its 

meetings and sub committee meetings. 
 

 Simple majority rules. All decisions and recommendations approved by a 
simple majority will be considered a decision or recommendation of the 
committee when presented to the EOPSS for consideration. As much as 
possible, the majority opinion will be reflected.   

 Committee members are free to express to their authorizing body or office 
how they voted/stood on the position. 

 A two-thirds majority vote is required for charter amendments. 

 Committee members will be held accountable through their authorizing 
body or office. The authorizing body or office has the final decision in all 
matters related to committee participation 

 Decisions and recommendations of the committee will be reported to the 
authorizing body or office through the committee chair.  

 This committee will report status, actions, and recommendations to a 
larger audience through following a communications plan developed in 
partnership with EOPSS management. This communications plan will be 
developed independent of this charter. 

 

COMMITTEES OF THE SIEC 
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 The SIEC shall have an Executive Management Committee, three (3) 
Standing Committees, and may, as needed, create other Committees, 
Sub-Committees and Working Groups.   

 

EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 
 Recognizing the need for governance, leadership, and the expedient 

implementation of business, the SIEC shall have an Executive 
Management Committee. 

 The Executive Management Committee shall be responsible and 
accountable for aligning over-arching interoperability strategies and plans, 
and maintaining fiduciary and fiscal compliance so business continues in 
an expedient and efficient manner. 

 The Executive Management Committee shall be composed of nine (9) 
members: the five (5) designees of the Homeland Security Regions, the 
three (3) Chairs of the Standing Committees of the SIEC, and the Chair of 
the SIEC.  The Chair of the SIEC shall also Chair the Executive 
Management Committee.  

 The Executive Management Committee quorum for voting shall consist of 
at least five (5) of the nine (9) voting members.   

 Each Member of the Executive Management Committee shall have one 
equal vote, pursuant to the business of the Executive Management 
Committee.  Should any vote reach a tie, the Chair of the SIEC shall cast 
the tie-breaking vote. 

 If the SIEC does not reach a quorum in their regular meetings, and thus 
cannot vote on a particular piece of business, the Executive Management 
Committee may, for the purpose of expedient and efficient continuation of 
business, vote on the matter.   

 The SIEC may relegate an issue or topic to the Executive Management 
Committee for a vote, in the case of dispute resolution, finance resolution, 
budget alignment or other such topics.   

 

STANDING COMMITTEES 
 The SIEC shall have three (3) Standing Committees, each composed of 

voting members of the SIEC.  In order to maximize input from 
stakeholders, Advisory members may be appointed by the Chair of the 
SIEC, who are not SIEC-members, but only SIEC members shall vote. 
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 The three (3) Standing Committees of the SIEC shall be: the Radio 
Frequency (RF) Communications Standing Committee, the Data 
Communications Standing Committee, and the Operations Standing 
Committee.   

 Upon establishment of Standing Committees, the voting members shall 
cast a ballot suggesting to the Chair of the SIEC the appointment of the 
Standing Committee’s Chairperson.  The Standing Committee 
Chairperson shall oversee the Standing Committee’s operation and serve 
on the Executive Management Committee of the SIEC representing the 
interest of their group.   

 

WORKING GROUPS 
 The SIEC, Executive Management Committee, and/or Standing 

Committees may, from time-to-time, create Working Groups of subject 
matter experts to provide input towards certain phases or projects of 
interoperable communications.   

 Working Groups may be composed of both SIEC and non-SIEC members 
for the purpose of providing subject matter expertise in a particular area.  
All recommendations of Working Groups shall serve as recommendations 
communicated to the Chairs of the respective SIEC, Executive 
Management Committee or Standing Committee by which they formed.       

 

Logistics 
 The SIEC will meet on a minimum quarterly basis in order to promulgate 

the statewide communications interoperability plan.  The SIEC may also 
decide to meet as necessary to implement the initiatives set forth in the 
plan. 

 The committee will meet at locations arranged by the Executive Office of 
Public Safety and Security, through the Office of Interoperability.    
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Appendix C
Strategic Planning Process
The Massachusetts Regional Interoperability Planning Project was a seven-month initiative to create coordinated 
regional strategies, system and infrastructure assessments, and a statewide interoperability website.  The Executive 
Office of Public Safety and Security retained a multi-disciplinary consulting team to support the project and provide 
subject matter expertise.  The strategic planning consultants worked directly with the Central, Northeast, South East, 
and Western Homeland Security Planning Regions to support the development of their Regional Interoperability 
Plans (RIPs). 
The regions employed a stakeholder-driven approach to leverage the knowledge and expertise of local and state 
public safety leaders; stakeholders participated in a series of workshops, interviews, and surveys.  In order to ensure 
consistency and identify cross-regional and state-wide opportunities for collaboration, each region concurrently 
applied the following methodology to produce regionally relevant plans:
Step 1: Interviews and Information Gathering
Prior to the workshops, the strategic planning team interviewed stakeholders and reviewed existing documentation 
to understand the region’s unique governing approach and interoperability characteristics.
Step 2: Visioning
A Visioning Workshop was held to achieve consensus on the current state of communications interoperability, 
the future vision of interoperability, and a justification for why change was needed.  To identify specific levels 
of interoperability in the region, the stakeholders mapped their current and future states on the SAFECOM 
Interoperability Continuum, ensuring a holistic analysis.  
Outcome: Defined current state, future vision, and case for change
Step 3: Strategic Initiatives Development 
During the Strategic Initiatives Development Workshop, participants identified actions that address the gaps 
between the current state and future vision.  These actions were organized into specific goals and initiatives to help 
the region formulate a logical approach to achieving their vision. 
Outcome: Initial Draft RIP
Step 4: Strategic Implementation Planning
In the Strategic Implementation Planning Workshop, the stakeholders validated their specific goals and initiatives, 
and went on to discussion implementation considerations.
Outcome: Final RIP
Step 5: Statewide Summit
The Summit served as the culmination of the planning process and began of RIP implementation.  The summit 
created an in-person opportunity to move the Commonwealth toward a shared vision of interoperability, discuss 
cross-regional coordination opportunities, and network among local public safety responders, regional Homeland 
Security Council members, and state agency representatives. 
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Appendix D
Acronym List

The following acronyms are used in this document or may be commonly referenced in interoperability efforts.

8CALL/8TAC  800 Band national interoperability frequencies
ARES  Amateur Radio Emergency Service
BAPERN Boston Area Police Emergency Radio Network
BCS  Berkshire County Sheriff
CAD  Computer Aided Dispatch 
CASM  Communications Assets Survey and Mapping Tool
CHSB  Criminal History Systems Board
CMED  Central Medical Emergency Direction 
COML  Communications Unit Leader
COMT  Communications Technician
CRHSAC Central Region Homeland Security Advisory Council
DCR  Department of Conservation and Recreation
DFS  Department of Fire Services
DHS  U.S. Department of Homeland Security
DPH  Department of Public Health
DPW  Department of Public Works
EMS  Emergency Medical Services
EOPSS  Executive Office of Public Safety and Security
EOC  Emergency Operations Center
FCC  Federal Communications Commission
GBPC  Greater Boston Police Council
IC  Incident Commander
ICS  Incident Command System
IECGP  Interoperable Emergency Communications Grant Program
LPS   Local Public Safety 
MAA    Mutual Aid Agreement
MassDOT Massachusetts Department of Transportation
MBHSR  Metro Boston Homeland Security Region
MEMA  Massachusetts Emergency Management Agency
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MOA  Memorandum of Agreement
MOU  Memorandum of Understanding
MSP  Massachusetts State Police
MTCP  Massachusetts Tactical Channel Plan
NAG  NIMS Advisory Group
NAWAS  National Warning System
NECP  National Emergency Communications Plan
NEMLEC North Eastern Massachusetts Law Enforcement Council
NERAC  Northeast Homeland Regional Security Advisory Council
NG911  Next Generation 911
NIMS  National Incident Management System
OTIS  Offender Tracking Information System
PSAP  Public Safety Answering Point
PSIC  Public Safety Interoperable Communications (Grant)
RACES  Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service
RECC   Regional Emergency Communications Center
RIP  Regional Interoperability Plan
RMS  Records Management System
RoIP  Radio Over Internet Protocol
SCIP  Statewide Communications Interoperability Plan 
SEOC  State Emergency Operations Center
SIEC  State Interoperability Executive Committee
SOG  Standard Operating Guideline
SOP  Standard Operating Procedure
SRAC  South East Homeland Security Regional Advisory Council
SWISS  Statewide Information Sharing System
TICP  Tactical Interoperability Communication Plan
UASI  Urban Area Security Initiative 
UCALL/UTAC UHF national interoperability frequencies 
UHF  Ultra High Frequency
VCALL/VTAC VHF national interoperability frequencies 
VHF  Very High Frequency
VoIP  Voice Over Internet Protocol
WMLEC  Western Massachusetts Law Enforcement Council 
WRHSAC Western Regional Homeland Security Advisory Council
WUI  Wildland-Urban Interface






